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Supplies:  

• Stamp Sets: Gorgeous Leaves (153365), Bundle (158609), Heartfelt Wishes (156541) 

• Cardstock: Basic White (159276), Crumb Cake (120953), Blackberry Bliss (133675), 
Mint Macaron (138337), Bumblebee (153077), Calypso Coral (122925) 

• Designer Paper: Harvest Meadow (156494) 

• Ink: Crumb Cake (147116), Blackberry Bliss (147092), Mint Macaron (147106), 
Bumblebee (153116), Calypso Coral (147101) 

• Tools & Accessories: Paper Snips (103579), Stampin’ Dimensionals (104430), 
Bumblebee Trinkets (155568), Flowers For Every Season Ribbon Combo Pack 
(153620), Intricate Leaves Dies (153566), Artistic Dies (155371), Mini Glue Dots 
(103683), Multipurpose Liquid Glue (110755) 

• Miscellaneous: 5-1/4” Embroidery Hoop  
  
 

Instructions: 

• Separate the two hoop pieces. Add Multipurpose Liquid Glue to the top of the inside ring 
on one outside edge. Place facedown onto the designer paper pattern of your choice 
and press to glue. Allow to dry. Once dry, use Paper Snips to cut the designer paper 
around the edges of the ring. Re-assemble the two hoop pieces together.  



 

 

• Create a banner with Crumb Cake Cardstock that measures 6” x 1”. Trim the left end 
into a banner shape with Paper Snips. Stamp the sentiment from the Heartfelt Wishes 
stamp set using Crumb Cake Ink. Add a stack of (5) Stampin’ Dimensionals stacked 
together under the center of the banner. Glue to the hoop about 1-3/4” from the bottom. 
Trim the right end even with the hoop.  

• Using the Artistic Dies (large leaf die) and Mint Macaron Cardstock, cut (2). Glue to the 
top side of both hoops on the right overlapping them.  

• Create a triple bow using the Flowers For Every Season Ribbon Combo Pack. Cut the 
ends into an angle Glue over the leaves using Mini Glue Dots. Create a single bow with 
the ribbon and glue to the top of the hoop with Mini Glue Dots. 

• Cut (4) branches using the Intricate Leaves Dies and Crumb Cake Cardstock. Glue over 
the leaves and tucked under the bow.  

• Create assorted diecut leaves with the Intricate Leaves Dies using Blackberry Bliss, 
Bumblebee, Mint Macaron and Calypso Coral Cardstocks. Set aside. 

• Create assorted stamped leaves with the Gorgeous Leaves stamp set using Blackberry 
Bliss, Bumblebee, Mint Macaron and Calypso Coral Inks. Stamp some twice without 
reinking for a lighter color.  

• Glue both sets of leaves along the ring in clusters over the leaves and tucked under the 
ribbon. I also glued some inside the hoop on the edge directly on the designer paper.  

• Add Bumblee Trinkets to the sentiment and a few to the leaves.  
 

    
 

    
 


